
HIPAA REQUIREMENTS 

CAN BE OVERWHELMING. 

SECURITYMETRICS 

PROVIDES A CLEAR PATH 

TO HELP YOU PRIORITIZE 

HIPAA REQUIREMENTS 

AND SECURE YOUR MOST 

CRITICAL DATA FIRST. 

THIS HELPS YOU AVOID 

FINES, AUDITS, LOSS 

OF CUSTOMERS, AND A 

TARNISHED REPUTATION 

THAT MAY RESULT FROM 

A DATA BREACH.

SecurityMetrics HIPAA assessors communicate with you throughout the entire 
audit process so you’re never left wondering what to expect. Clients enjoy working 
with SecurityMetrics assessors so much that the majority return for compliance 
certification the following year.

TEAM UP WITH A RELIABLE SECURITY PARTNER
A partnership with SecurityMetrics lends years of data security and compliance 
expertise to your business. SecurityMetrics’ extensive knowledge helps you prepare 
for, achieve, and uphold security and privacy compliance requirements through 
guidance in:

• Physical safeguards 

• Administrative safeguards 

• Technical safeguards

• Business associate safeguards 

• Policies and procedures documentation

KEEP YOUR PATIENT DATA SECURE
SecurityMetrics has multiple tools that increase PHI security and assist you
in the compliance process.  

• Gap analysis

• Risk analysis

• Risk management plan

• Onsite audit 

• Meaningful Use attestation

• Vulnerability scanning 

• Business associate management 

• Penetration testing 

• Quality service guarantee

• HIPAA Privacy & Security training

• Mobile security

SecurityMetrics

HIPAA COMPLIANCE 
ONSITE AUDIT
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ABOUT SECURITYMETRICS
We help customers close data 

security and compliance gaps to 
avoid data breaches. We provide 
managed data security services 

and are certified to help customers 
achieve the highest data security 

and compliance standards.

We’re a PCI certified Approved 
Scanning Vendor (ASV), Qualified 

Security Assessor (QSA), Certified 
Forensic Investigator (PFI), and 

Managed Security provider with 18 
years of data security experience. 

We help local shops as well as 
some of the world’s largest brands 

achieve data security through 
managed services and compliance 

mandates (PCI, HIPAA, GDPR).

COMPLETE YOUR MEANINGFUL USE ATTESTATION
Conducting a HIPAA risk analysis not only gets you a step closer to HIPAA 
compliance, but also completes a Meaningful Use objective. Eligible hospitals 
and professionals are required to perform a risk analysis of their EHR as part of 
Meaningful Use. SecurityMetrics compliance assessors can also assist in com-
pleting attestation of Meaningful Use objectives to ensure deadlines are met and 
incentive payments are received.

PROTECT YOUR BRAND
Ultimately your brand is at risk if a business associate is compromised while 
transacting your clients’ data. As new mandates change the scope of your respon-
sibility, SecurityMetrics has tools to help you evaluate your organization’s business 
associates’ risk and assist them in becoming HIPAA compliant.

CREATE A CULTURE OF SECURITY
SecurityMetrics’ goal is to assess your situation accurately and help your orga-
nization build a work environment where protecting sensitive patient information 
becomes integrated into your culture. This enables you to:

• Define customized security policies and procedures

• Implement regular staff training on policies and procedures

• Quickly and easily address protocol issues and questions

• Minimize unnecessary exposure to protected health information

• Maintain a strong reputation among your customers

RESOLVE ISSUES FASTER WITH WORLD-CLASS SUPPORT
With a team of audit experts all centrally located in Utah, it never takes long to 
get an answer to your questions. And if an auditor needs more information before 
getting back to you with an answer, it’s easy to consult with the other auditors 
since they all work together under one roof. You’ll always get a quick response.

ENJOY A CLEAR POINT OF CONTACT
To keep communication lines open and eliminate confusion, SecurityMetrics 
assigns a single point of contact for each assessment. Your project management 
team’s job is to be as available as possible to you as you work to complete each 
HIPAA requirement.

FEEL CONFIDENT IN YOUR ASSESSMENT’S ACCURACY
With expertise in HIPAA compliance programs, Payment Card Industry assessments, 
forensic incident response, vulnerability scanning, penetration testing, card data 
discovery, security appliances, training, and consulting, SecurityMetrics holds the 
credentials and expertise to help you reach compliance goals.


